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Jesus Speaks…
The Heart Mind of God is taking all of you who read this transmission into the healing frequency of the
great cetacean named Dege, a common porpoise who resides in the waters off of Maine. As most of you
know the cetaceans provide a great service to Earth and all who reside on Earth. The Golden Dolphin
Legend is the story of the cetaceans’ role in not only preparing Earth for human habitation but for serving
humanity, by priming the Earth Grid with the Twenty Rays of Christ Consciousness. These are the
frequencies represented by the Essences for the Home Temple you can learn more about at
www.BlueDolphinEssences.com.
I am called Lord Jesus Christ. Christ is a term that refers to the great ones who have lived on Earth and
taken humans into the consciousness of love as the only consciousness that matters. So all ascended
masters are Christs. I am referred to as the Christ because I was the first one to truly emphasize that love
is all there is. This is the emphasis of The New Testament of the Holy Bible.
I say that all cetaceans are Christs. They give and receive love to one another, the Earth grid and all of
humanity as their primary purpose. That is why they are here. There is no other reason. Cetaceans did
not come to evolve and devolve as human beings have. They came to be of service to you. And of
course they experience very Earthly complications with competitive and sometimes destructive behaviors.
But their central purpose is to striate the Earth Grid with the frequencies of Christ Consciousness that also
activate Earth’s chakras and the human heart.
For the next several months my scribe, Kathryn Jensen, will be publishing transmissions that represent the
unified consciousness of my Great White Brotherhood and Earth’s Cetacean Nation. Our current
intention is to transmit these messages to you through Kathryn Jensen every two weeks.
You must know that the cetaceans’ primary focus right now is to balance the grid, for the purpose of
stabilizing the tectonic plates that can create the chaos of earthquakes and volcanic emissions. You have
not heard from them through Kathryn Jensen over the past several months because of their focus. So my
Great White Brotherhood will serve as informants about the activations they wish to share with you, if the
cetaceans are consumed with focus on the grid. The mutual purpose of the Brotherhood and the Cetacean,
Nation is help you recognize your personal power, lift your frequency into the Heart Mind of God and
remain stable, no matter what transpires, in your world at large and your personal world.
As you’ve noticed, and how can you not notice, Earth is moving through tumultuous times. To be a
stable role model for others and to assist others in staying focused on loving themselves and others, no
matter what, is my personal mission.

I am the one who will usually speak on behalf of my Great White Brotherhood. At times other masters
will serve you with transmissions. At times God himself will serve you with transmissions.
God is a consciousness also called God-Goddess All That Is, the Great Creator, Source, and my preferred
name, the Heart-Mind of God. I prefer this because your heart and your mind collaborate on creating
your connection to the Divine. So your human heart and your human mind have the potential to develop
in very specific ways that support you in becoming loving of yourself and others, as only Earth’s human
race is coded to become. This is the compassion planet and you, my friends, have come here to learn
about compassion.
This series of transmissions, and future publications, in the form of books, are going to take you very
deeply into the lives of cetaceans and their involvement with human evolution. This is not new
information but it’s the first time it has been provided with such depth.
I have planned this series of transmissions with a very great avatar dolphin named Dege. He represents
the Cetacean Nation. Dege will at times give other great cetaceans the opportunity to communicate. You
will, for example, receive messages from the great humpback Helios and the great spinner dolphin
Savina, whose transmissions are also published at www.BlueDolphinEssences.com. However Dege and I
have already planned the general content of these transmissions.
I leave you now, with a reminder to follow your heart-mind’s promptings, to serve yourself and others
with love.
I am yours in service,
Lord Jesus Christ

Dege Speaks….
The loving community of healers, who have become conscious of the help being given to humanity by
my sensitive, brilliant cetacean community, are about to become flooded with an amplification of the
Heart Mind of God.
I am Dege. I am the gatekeeper of the portal of my lineage. My ancestors pulsed this portal with a
vibrant green frequency that has the potential to provide you, with enough God Sense, to counter the
effects of bombardment from the strumming of Godlessness.
I am Dege. I am the governor of those cetaceans who help humans discover their reservoirs of
contraction and give them up so they may learn to produce calming, healing, light filled conditions within
their physical bodies.
I give loving assistance to you as you read or listen to this complex transmission. I am, for the first time,
revealing my presence. I have a greater view than you do for your hopes and dreams of your future. I
stay very hopeful that the competency, with which you help your fellow humans, becomes greatly
enhanced by the frequency transmitted by those I govern.

I govern the species of cetaceans called common porpoises. Our species is found in the North Atlantic.
My personal competency is that of conditioning people’s first and second chakras with a very bright green
frequency. Those who take over my transmissions and put them into code, for translation into your
language, call this frequency Vivation. I compare this frequency with the concept of becoming director of
your own service to our planet. You have the reserves of liveliness to take your bold concepts and bring
them forth. You do this with no retrograde experiences of self - depreciation.
I complete my transmission with a re-telling of an event that just took place. I swim at the mouth of the
body of water, where the one who transmits my consciousness to you goes for solace in her small boat.
Her sister does this also. I told her sister to become very bold in the manner with which she shares her
very special service. I shared this concept with her while she slept. She shared her lesson with her family
but only Kathryn Jensen, who transmits my consciousness to you understood.
The one you call Kathryn Jensen, has been differing from her sister in her world view. She does not
self-depreciate yet she senses that she must be selective in talking to people about the cetacean
perspective. I have an intention to perseverate in my transmissions I ask her to share with you. I intend
to talk to you through her transmissions every two weeks. I intend to introduce you and in some instances
re-introduce you to dolphins and whales, whose consciousness, Dege’s taken the responsibility to retrofit,
with just the right protocols, meant for you to use for your own evolution.
Dege’s Protocol for Giving the Bright Green Ray of Vivation to Your Body





See the bright green frequency of Vivation flow from the frequency body that cetaceans call the
body of the Holy Spirit’s library. You call this the Soul Star or the ninth chakra, which is about
15 inches above the head. This is where the concepts, that you develop, for your divine purpose,
flow from one embodiment to another. You call this re-incarnation.
Flow Vivation from your ninth chakra through your hand.





Place your hand on your heart. Pulse Vivation directly into your heart. To pulse means to place
your hand on your body. The frequency will be pulsed into your body through your hand.
Place your hand on your forehead. Pulse your forehead with the bright green ray of Vivation.
Reflect on your divine purpose. Write down what your reflection shows you.

I will transmit to you again in approximately 14 days. I will start another level of reprogramming your world view, so you, like Kathryn’s sister, can, with great bold, joyful love,
deliver help to your constituencies.

Hold me within your bodies
Dege

